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R E P R O D U C I B L E

Figure 3.1: Leadership Guiding Questions to 
Support Designing Learning Progressions
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1. Select unwrapped priority 
standards: Place one unwrapped 
priority standard or integrated, 
aligned standards on the top 
rung of the learning progression 
template to represent the 
overarching goal. 

• Which unwrapped priority 
standards from the PREP 
template are the focus for the 
targeted unit?

• What priority standards might the 
team use singularly or integrated 
together in each learning 
progression?

• How many learning progressions 
does the team envision this unit 
requires?

2. Sequence the learning targets 
(skills): Use backward analysis to 
determine the order of teaching 
each skill and input the skills onto 
the template in this sequence.

• Has the team articulated the right 
skills from the unwrapped priority 
standard or standards? How can 
the team review this to ensure 
that they have not omitted skills?

• Do skills reflect the appropriate 
rigor?

• Some teams might devise a 
learning progression to begin 
with DOK 1. Other progressions 
might begin with DOK 2 and 
focus on higher-level thinking 
initially, then return to DOK 1. 
How should the team sequence 
the skills to reflect the order in 
which they teach the unit? What 
is the rationale?

3. Sequence the knowledge items: 
On the in-progress template, 
input knowledge items—facts, 
dates, people, places, examples, 
concepts, vocabulary—which 
indicate what students should 
know in order to perform skills.

• Has the team identified all 
knowledge items (facts, dates, 
people, places, examples, 
concepts, vocabulary) that are 
explicit as well as implicit?

• What can the team do to double-
check that all items are important 
for students to know from the 
standard and that none are 
inadvertently omitted?
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4. Determine all assessments:
Teams review the brainstormed
list compiled in the Leadership
Area: Prioritize Students section
of chapter 2 (page 50) and deter-
mine an assessment plan,
assigning assessments to each
step on the ladder for students to
show evidence of learning. They
consider the level of rigor (DOK)
for the intended learning target
or knowledge item to choose an
assessment method that matches
the cognitive demand.

• How does the team use its
assessment plan to assign
assessments based on what
students should know and be
able to do for each step on the
ladder?

• How does the team determine
the level of rigor (DOK) based on
the intended learning targets?

5. Identify and design common
assessments: Teams determine
which assessments are common
formative assessments to
measure student progress
on critical and more complex
learning targets (rather than
on knowledge items teachers
typically assess within their
classrooms). They also agree
on the common summative
assessment and indicate both
common assessments on the
“Learning Progression and
Assessments Template” (page
242). Then, members design
these assessments or find them
from an existing source, making
specific adjustments as needed.

• What support does the team
or individual teachers need
to develop quality common
assessments?

• How do team members
determine which assessments
from their plan will be common
formative assessments?

• How will team members work
together to create common
summative assessments? What
should be their first step?

6. Discuss options for complex
texts: This step provides teachers
an opportunity to investigate and
suggest possible complex text to
use for classroom instruction.

• What is teachers’ understanding
of the three-part complexity
model they use to select
appropriate complex text? (See
Text Complexity, page 72.)

• How can you help with complex-
text decisions? What resources
do team members need to find
or acquire appropriate texts,
including those that reflect
cultural diversity?
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